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For years western European credit institutions have been preparing 
for the European Monetary Union (EMU). The installation of the 
euro will have a considerable influence on wholesale·, consulting· and 
investment·banking business;' however, it is retaif.banking in particu
lar that will gain a completely new quality through the .common cur
rency. In expanding its balance sheet, each bank of a member state of 
the EMU can immediately supply a customer in another member 
state with the currency he requests. Money that is used in Germany 
might have been created in another member state of the EMU. 

Many banks have already operated in an international environ
ment. However, so far they have not been able to create currencies 
that are used outside their national boundaries. This is why the regio
nal limited catchment area of retail-banking is enormously widening. 

To most bank customers this fact is certainly irrelevant; they 
will still prefer the bank nearby. Yet in the future this bank will also 
have .to carefully observe innovations in banking affairs in a foreign 
member state, and it will soon have to adopt these innovations in or
der to be at a competitive advantage with local rivals as regards to 
technological development, and disintermediation and securitization.' 
In certain areas of retail-banking - i.e. large credits, mortgage loans, 
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investment credits, etc. - international banking competition will in
crease in the EMU. Only this aspect of banking competition will be 
discussed here. 

1. The largest West European banks 

As late as 1987, there were - among the ten largest credit institutions 
within the European Union (EU) - 5 French banks, 3 British credit 
institutions (another British bank followed in the eleventh place), and 
2 German banks. 

From 1985 to 1995, because of external and internal corporate 
growth in banking, this picture changed slightly. However, there 
were remarkably many bank mergers with insurance and trust com
panies, respectively.' With regard to external growth in the EU in the 
financial field, including secondary financial mediators such as insur
ance companies etc., it is striking that- as illustrated in Table 1 - al
most only national mergers have resulted from this development. 
There have been relatively few international mergers. 

Since 1996 there have been further mergers, for example, the 
Bayerische Hypo/Vereinsbank, and others are due. The rumour was 
spread that the Deutsche Bank and Commerzbank as well as the 
Bankgesellschaft Berlin (a fusion of Berliner Bank, Berlin Hypo and 
Landesbank Berlin) and NordLB had plans to merge; but they evapo
rated. 

The company size of European banks and therefore their poten
tial for supplying loans varies enormously. When looking at the top 
group of the 200 largest banks within the EU in Figure 1, one notices 
a segment of approximately 12 large credit institutions with a balance 
sheet total of 250 to 500 billion ecu in 1996. The joint group having a 
balance sheet total between 100 and 250 billion ecu might function as 
a potential competitor of the former one. These groups will be pre
destined to supply the \'if estern European market with large loans de
nominated in euro; however, they will not necessarily mediate them. 

3 See Salomon Brothers Inc. (1990). 
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MERGERS AN TABLE 1 
D ACQUJSITIONS IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR OFT 

198S.1995 HE EU, 

Target 
cormtn·es B DK D F GR GB IRL I 

EU-member 
countries 

Belgium 10 2 5 
Denmark 

1 
21 1 1 

Germany 1 22 3 3 1 
France 4 4 77 11 1 6 Greece 

1 2 1 
Great Britain 4 8 6 380 6 2 Ireland 

1 7 
Italy 

4 3 4 
Luxembourg 

22 
3 1 1 

Netherlands 3 2 2 
Ponugal 

Spain 1 5 5 2 
Source: data from Emopean Commission (l 99l). 

BANKING STRUCTURE IN THE EU, 1996 
(each dot represents a single bank) 
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The 27 largest banks in the EU (the largest E~t~lopde~nGbank,anthye 
. 'd · ) re dom1C1 e tn erm , 
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1997 BALANCES OF THE LARGEST BANKS WITHIN THE EU 
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Source: own calculations according to investigations at EuropeJn b-anks. 

FIGURE2 
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2. Inter- and intra-regional banking competition in the EU 

2.1. Mergers and acquisitions 

Bank fusions might occur in the form of collusion (the enterprises re
main independent) or mergers (the enterprises are joined) and acquisi
tions (the enterprises are taken over). Theoretically, cases of collusion 
are more likely for smaller groups in less concentrated markets.' 
Weizsacker's (1994) 1aw of the small number' can be applied.' Yet 
these collusions are not stable in the long mn. 

In general, the motives for mergers' are monopolization, specu
lation (regarding future profits), business aspects (fiscal incentives, age 
of the owner of a firm that has been taken over, economies of scale). 

What is central in this process is the capital gain for shareholders 
of the active firm or bank. 

Shareholders will always profit from such a wea!th·effict,' if the 
future cash flow of the joint company exceeds the sum of future cash 
flows of the two individual firms, if the risk of the joint company is 
reduced. 

"* In applying the theory of games, Aiginger (1994, p. 153) has described this for 
a supergame (with infinite repetitions) for n equal players (identical horizontal unit 
costs) and the discount factor 0 (inverse of discount rate) with the following rules: col
lusion (everybody has the same continuing share in the monopoly profit n/n) or de
fiction of an enterprise (which receives a one-off bonus of the entire monopoly profit 
1t at the time of defection and a competitive gain that amounts to zero thereafter). 

A collusion is advantageous, if 

, 1 n 
n < (1 + ll + ll + ... ) n/n ~ --·-

applies; in transforming the equation one gets 

n-1 
ll>--; 

n 

1 -ll n 

with 0 = e-n and r = interest rate, t = time. This also means that collusions are most 
probable when a small n, small rand/ or a short duration tare given. If, however, 0-
1, every result could be regarded as Nash-equilibrium (cf. Jacquemin and Slade 1992, 
p. 442). Collusions do not have any additional advantages then. 5 

A separation of the market through innovation and imitation afterwards leads 
to a balanced, oligopolistic market structure (see \Veizsiicker 1994, p. 110). 6 

The incentives to merge are discussed in Scherer and Ross (1990, pp. 159). 
' See Hawawini and Swary (1990, p. 24). 
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The future cash flow of the joint company increases according 
to the 

a) injom1ation hypothesis (the acquiring firm has received ex
clusive information about the current undervaluation of the firm that 
is to be acquired); 

b) market power hypothesis (possibility of monopolization); 

c) synergy hypothesis (possibility of reducing costs after the 
merger); 

d) tax hypothesis (sub-case of synergy hypothesis); 

e) inefficient management hypothesis (with respect to the firm 
that is to be acquired). 

Another main motive, which is, however, only incidentally 
mentioned, is the instillltional motive. It represents an offset to legal 
bank supervisory restrictions on supplying large loans to individual 
customers (in the United States: 10% of a bank's equity capital) on the 
basis of corporate growth. In addition, sometimes defensive mergers 
might take place in order to avoid an acquisition by another bank, 
though this becomes more and more complicated the more a com
pany is growing.' 

In 39 empirical studies on bank mergers in the US it has been 
found that neither cost efficiency nor profitability had improved after 
a merger;' instead, the degree of cooperation (in opposite to a hostile 
takeover) plays a major role for the success of the common enterprise. 
This sobering result holds also true for the special group of 
megamergers. Traditional motives for mergers and acquisitions seem 
to contradic~ reality.'0 Surely, these American results need not be 
identical with European ones; nevertheless, they might provide some 
interesting insights into the European situation as well. 

In a cluster analysis of banks in 16 selected markets and of their 
portfolio composition in 1978, 1981 and 1984, a number of 6 strategic 
groups were extracted whose composition had remained relatively sta-

8 There seems to be a critical size which prevents hostile takeovers. See also 
Revell (1987, p. 95). 

9 See Rhoades (1994). 
1° For a detailed discussion see Berger and Humphrey (1992, p. 598) and Pilaff 

and Santomero (1998, p. 75). 
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as the cooperative banking system. Their function is to process 
cashless transfers and clearings within their banking system; 
they are also responsible for granting all those large loans that 
are too high for their associated banks. 

Bayerische Vereinsbank and Bayerische Hypobank - which 
have merged in 1998 into Bayerische Hypo/Vereinsbank -
form a sub-cluster that very much resembles the one formed by 
the mutual savings banks and the co-operative banks. The simi
larity between these two Bavarian banks has already for some 
time suggested a strategic merger. 

On a slightly lower level of homogeneity the Cie. Financiere 
de Pari bas belongs to this cluster. This bank distinguishes itself 
by investment-banking and consulting-banking. 

C2: Credit Agricole, San Paolo di Torino, Barclays, NatWest 
Group, Rabobank, ING-Bank, ABN AMRO, Grupo Santander 
and Deutsche Bank form the largest cluster on a relatively high 
level of homogeneity. 

Within that cluster Dresdner Bank, Credit Lyonnais and 
Commerzbank form a sub-cluster with slightly different char
acteristics. 

C3: Within another group the British banks Lloyds TSB Group, 
Halifax, HSBC Holding and Abbey National form a relatively 
uniform cluster. On a slightly lower level of homogeneity, the 
French Savings Bank belongs to this cluster. 

In a factor analysis the standardised key data of large European 
banks were reduced to two factors. 16 \'Vith a multitude of mutual in
fluencing variables (e.g. balance sheet items) of different objects (e.g. 
banks) the factor analysis is suitable to crystallize certain underlying 
independent factors, thereby reducing the number of explanatory 
variables. The correlation between these factors and the original vari
ables are the foetor loadings, presented in a Varimax-rotated factor ma
trix in Table 2 (and later on in Table 3). The magnitudes in absolute 
terms assign the different variables to factor 1 or factor 2 which, of 
course, have to be interpreted. The correlation between these factors 
and the objects leeds to the foetor values, reproduced in Figure 4 (and 

16 When the number of factors were reduced to three, the balance sheet items 
'cash' and 'equity capital' were related to the third factor; the two remaining f.tctors 
Were not .interpreted differently from the interpretation below. 
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later on in Figure 7). The 0-axes represent average values for the fac
tors resulting from the underlying sample. 

TABLE2 

FACTOR MATRIX OF THE ITEMS OF THE BALANCE SHEETS OF 
WEST EUROPEAN BANKS 

ltems of balance sheets Factor 1 Factor 2 

Customers accounts -0,91340 -0,31646 

Deposits by banks 0,80032 0,01730 

Capital -0,61613 0,22289 

Debt securities in issue 0,79494 0,23696 

Cash 0,08316 0,67590 

Loans and advances to banks 0,44928 -0,68159 

Securities (assets) 0,28121 0,59146 

These are sources of refinancing for banks when supplying non
banks with credits. It is proposed to interpret: foetor 1 as liabilities and 
factor 2 as assets. 

In Figure 4 one can notice the clusters derived in Figure 3; they 
represent bank groups that deviate positively or negatively from an 
orientation towards liabilities in comparison with the average of all 
banks that have been examined (0-axis). Evidently, in the field of loan 
supply, refinancing via liabilities have had a much greater influence 
than refinancing measures via assets. 

In addition to the clusters in Figure 3, Figure 4 illustrates differ
ent orientations of \Vest European banks, granting loans to non
banks, towards sources of refinancing via assets: 

CJ: The head organisations of the German mutual savings banks sys
tem as well as the head organisation of the co-operative banks 
system do not really differ from each other within their cluster 
as regards their asset orientation. The other members of this 
cluster, Societe Generale, Banca di Roma and even more Cie. 
Financiere de Paribas, however, are relatively asset-oriented. 

C2: The orientation via liabilities of the members within the second 
cluster corresponds to the average of all banks that have been 
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examined. Their asset orientations differ, however, at least to 
some extent. 

FIGUR£4 

ORlENTATION OF BANKS WITHIN THE EMU IN 1997 
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CJ: The banks within the third cluster fall behind the average of all 
banks that. have been examined as regards both their liabilities 
and their asset orientation. 

The above mentioned German mergers, which have already 
been realised or which are expected to take place, are quite plausible 
as intrastate mergers. However, the acquisitions of German banks 
outside the EU (for example, in the United States) have reasons other 
than those discussed so far. 

2.3. Market shares of strategic bank groups 

Within the banking system of the EU, there are three strategic groups 
that differ in their legal form as well as in their corporate philosophy: 
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- commercial banks: organised usually as stock corporations, 
but also unincorporated firms. 

-savings banks: public credit institutions, regularly locally 
characterised as 'bank of the community'. Their market frontiers are 
therefore limited, and their main source of refinancing are savings de
posits. 

- cooperative banks: organised as a cooperative, that is, the cus
tomers, in possessing participating certificates, are the owners of the 
bank. Thus an idiosyncratic knowledge - this is at least the key idea 
of a cooperative - is employed as a corporate decision-making help. 
Cooperative banks are usually defined by a specific region and 
branch. 

Commercial banks, but to a lesser extent also the head organisa
tions of the savings banks and of the cooperative banks, are predes
tined for the interregional market within the EMU; savings banks and 
cooperative banks themselves will remain locally active. These bank 
groups play different roles in western European countries. Their 
market shares within a country's bank market differ very much, as 
can be seen in Figure 5. 

Cooperative banks play an important role on the national bank 
markets in Germany, Finland, France, Italy, the Netherlands and 
Austria, and a less important one also in Belgium, Ireland and Spain. 
They have (almost) disappeared elsewhere. 

Savings banks play an important role in the national bank mar
kets, above all in Germany, France, Austria, Italy, Sweden and Spain, 
and a less important one in Belgium, Greece, Denmark, the Nether
lands, Finland and Portugal. 

Each national bank group in Figure 6 share differently within 
the corresponding European group because the groups vary in their 
market potential. Thus, within this group, the French cooperative 
banks have established the biggest foot held in the European market, 
followed by Germany, Italy and the Netherlands. 

Within the European savings banks sector Germany holds a top 
position with a market share of 40%, followed by Spain (13%), Italy, 
Great Britain, France and Austria. 

Within the group of European commercial banks, Great Britain 
has the largest market share, followed by France, Italy, Germany, the 
Netherlands and Belgium. 
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FIGURES 

MARKET SHARES OF BANKS GROUPS WITHIN A SINGLE COUNTRY 
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This group, including the head organisations of cooperative 
banks and savings banks, will internationally reinforce banking com
petition within the EMU. This, however, as mentioned above, will 
only hold true for certain market segments, for example, for granting 
large loans. 

3. Refinancing policy measures of banks within the EMU 

The influence of a common monetary policy on the banking struc
ture is primarily given through the banks' demand for monetary base. 

3.1. Principal resources for refinancing 

The banks' decision to refinance is, above all, determined by four fac
tors which affect the relation between the banks' available reserves 
and their offered credit volume: 17 

- the credit supply of secondary financial intermediaries, 

-their ability to adjust their asset-holdings to a restrictive 
monetary policy (apart from reducing their credit volume), 

-their ability to induce customers to switch from reserve
carrying deposits to those which are not subjected to reserve require
ments, and 

- the existence of risk·based capital requirements (in Germany, 
e.g. prior to 1999 the maximum amount of credit which could be ex
tended to a single borrower was 12,5 times the bank's equity; in the 
United States no more than 10% of a bank's capital can be offered to a 
single customer). 

In order to illustrate the alternative funds for refinancing and to 
show the possible channels of monetary policies, a compound struc
ture of a bank's balance sheet is presented: 

17 See Kashyap and Stein (1993, p. 14). 
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Balance sheet 

cash c, deposits by banks DB 

central bank c, customer accounts 

loans to banks LB -demand deposits D 
loans to customers CR -other deposits } securities s securities in issue 

R 

For the sake of simplicity, it will be assumed that bank-to-bank 
receivables and bank-to-bank liabilities sum up to zero (LB = DB), 
which is not given in reality. If one furthermore assumes C C 1 + 
C2 , the following equation (1) results with 

C+CR+S=D+R. (1) 

Cash-holdings of a bank consist of working balances, which are 
used to conduct the daily transactions for customers. Working bal· 
ances are assumed here to depend upon a linear relationship with an 
experience coefficient clinked demand deposits D, i.e. 

.C1 = c ·D. (2a) 

Claims at the central bank C2 regularly consist of minimum re
serve requirements and a liquidity reserve, which will be neglected 
here for the sake of simplicity. 

Introducing the minimum reserve ratios m; (the index i relates 
to the different balance sheet positions), leads to 

C, = m0 · D + mR · R + ms · S (2b) 

while all minimum reserve ratios can be assumed, of course, to be 
zero. Finally, it follows from equations (2a) and (2b) that 

C = C, + C, = (c + m0 ) • D + mR · R + ms · S. (2c) 

Yet in equation (1) two additional conditions have to be consid
ered: 

a) a bank holds its volume of refinancing R in a certain rela
tion to the creation of credits CR and therefore to the current ac
counts D. Loans are normally taken by non-banks for the purpose of 
immediate transactions (in form of C1 or D); 

b) securities S are held by banks as liquidity funds and can be 
transferred into claims at the central bank on request (but only par
tially). This enables banks to expand their credit supply. 
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The European countries can be split into two groups: those in 
which banks refinance their credits primarily through the liability ac
count of their balance-sheets (German-type), and those in which bank 
credits are refinanced to a considerable extent by selling securities 
(Anglo-Saxon type) out of a bank's portfolio." 

In the meantime some banks in Germany have begun to sell 
parts of their credit-receivables to independent ASS-partnerships, 
which in turn sell asset-backed securities to non-banks for the same 
amount; 19 hence banks are enabled to expand their credit supply ac
cording to the extent of disintermediation by using ASS-partnerships. 
Yet, it should be noticed that borrowing problems outside the bank
ing system are not meant to be discussed here. 

With liability-side refinancing of banks (condition A) a shift of 
part of the current account holdings LJDs (idle - sediments of - de
mand deposits which on the average will usually not be used, i.e. 
which are not urgently required by money demand) into other depos
its will lead, ceteris paribus, to a maximum margin of credit expansion 
LlCR 

L\.CR = (mo + c- m,J Li.Ds . 
(m0 +c) 

(3) 

That is, even if the minimum reserve ratios are identical, a shift
ing of deposits would be worthwhile for a bank, since working balan
ces only need to be kept for current accounts. Therefore, it is the cash 
at banks which is now important for the efficacy of monetary policy. 

With asset-side refinancing of banks (condition B) the banks could 
sell eligible assets of LIS to the central bank and receive the monetary 
base LlC,. Subsequently, the bank will use the monetary base in order 
to create additional credits LlCR in accordance with the current ac
counts LJD. In this case the maximum margin of credit expansion is 
given with 

1 
L\. CR = --:-----:-- L\.S . 

(m0 + c) 

" See Black (1996, p. 11). 

(4) 

19 Deutsche Bundesbank (1997a, p. 57). Since a harmonized regulation for the 
disposition and embodiment of credit payments within the EU cannot be expected in 
the near future, the German Bundesaufsichtsamt fUr das Kreditwesen (BAK) has set 
specific requirements to the sale of credit receivables to ABS-societies (ivi, p. 63). 
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Securities other than those eligible for rediscount can be sold in 
the market (balance sheet contraction). This enables the banks to ex
pand their credit supply and current accounts to the same extent, 
provided that ms = 0. 

The European Central Bank will pay interest on minimum re
serve requirements which might be equally high than the earnings on 
securities held by the banks. Even in this case it is more profitable for 
banks to rely on securities because of the interest payments due for 
their liability items R. 

In case of ms > 0, selling securities at the market will reduce 
minimum reserve requirements on securities as well as on demand 
deposits that had originally been used to buy the now sold securities. 
In the following any creation of credits will freeze monetary base on 
demand deposits only, so that the volume of newly created credits ex
ceeds the securities just sold. Macroeconomically, the allocation of a 
given monetary base is thereby optimised. 

In this regard, in offering higher interest rates, banks might per
suade their customers to shift their deposits to securities with fewer 
(or no) reserve requirements. Furthermore, banks might conduct se
curity transactions on their own account. Both operations are ex
tremely important for the efficiency of monetary politics and its 
theoretical basis. 

3.2. Refinancing measures by European banks 

European banks differ from one another not only in their entrepre
neurial strategies, but also in the ways they refinance their credits; 
credits are refinanced both via assets (securities within the bank's 
portfolio) and via liabilities (deposits or debt securities in issue). 

As indicators for sources of refinancing (granting loans and 
thereby creating demand deposits) we draw here on consolidated bal
ance sheets of all banks within the member countries of the EU.20 A 
factor analysis leads to the Varimax-rotated factor matrix in Table 3. 

The monetary base of banks (cash as well as deposits at the cen
tral banks) is required both for cash payments to customers and for 
meeting minimum reserve requirements. The factor 'securitization' 

20 See Borchert (1998). 
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now includes components of liabilities, such as (debt) securities in is
sue. Within this matrix, we interpret: factor 1 as securitization (mainly 
assets) and foetor 2 as deposits Qiabilities). 

TABLEJ 

FACTOR MATRIX OF COMPONENTS FOR REFINANCING 

No. Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 

I. COs, etc. 0,49514 -0,56247 

2. Deposits without further subdivision ..0,13540 -0,61668 

3. Capital -0,10408 0,48212 

4. Deposits by banks -0,83295 -0,06854 

5. Deposits in foreign currencies -0,37137 0,27010 

6. Debt securities in issue 0,26284 0,07994 

7. Cash and balances at central banks 0,46080 0,45527 

8. Loans and advances to banks -0,79490 0,37062 

9. Long-term assets 0,40563 -0,16583 

10. Savings accounts 0,35441 0,76553 

II. Time deposits -0,24029 0,64260 

12. Securities 0,56373 -0,00889 

Figure 7 presents the factor values for the sources of refinancing 
of European banks. 

German and French banks refinance their credits primarily via 
deposits; on the other hand, British, Italian, Austrian and, above all, 
Dutch banks refinance their credits rather via assets. For the sake of 
simplicity, the other countries are neglected here. These diverse ways 
of refinancing banks' credits have to be taken into account by the. 
European Central Bank in designing monetary policy. 
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4. New credit policy of banks within the EMU 

4.1. Requirement of monetmy base in West Europe 

Not only are the banks' modes of refinancing their credits significant 
for the effectiveness of monetary policy, but also the requirement of a 
monetary base (C = C 1 + C2) as well as the use of cash by non-banks 
(C0) play an important role in a monetary policy that does not dis
criminate against anybody. 

It is conspicuous that Germany needs approximately 35% of the 
total monetary base (C* = C0 + C1 + C,) of the EU.21 This is not 
only due to the large German population. It is also reflected in mone
tary base per capita22 

- as can be seen in Figure 8 - that is higher in 
Germany than in any other member country of the EU, partly be-

21 Since the capital-share of Germany at the European Central Bank is mu~h 
lower than the volume of assets assi~ned by the Deutsche Bundesbank, Sinn and Fetst 
(1997, p. 9) calculated the loss of watved interest earnings in the EMU. 

22 Luxembourg's requirement of monetary base is neglected here, because the 
Belgian franc is accepted as legal tender in addition to the national currency. 
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cause the role of the DM as a substitute for the national currency in 
the former socialist countries in East Europe. Apart from Germany, 
monetary base is extensively required in Austria, the Netherlands and 
Spain. 
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FIGURE 8 

Source:. own calculations according to data of the lntematimza/ Financial Statistics, July 1998. 

The banks' working balances for cash payments C1 are deter
mined by the volume of demand deposits D, like it was assumed in 
equation (2a). Since some countries do not publish demand deposits 
separately, it is supposed here that the requirement of monetary base 
by non-banks C0 is related to the banks' cash holdings C1 with an ex
perience coefficient a, thus 

(2d) 

the rest of a country's total monetary base C2 serves as a reserve-fund 
at the central bank. Figures of monetary base at the disposal of banks 
C = C1 + C2 are not yet available in all member countries of the EU. 
Nevertheless, one can assume that the monetary base (C0 + C1) varies 
within the member countries of the EU. Consequently, it will be as-
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su.med here that c; in equation (2a) is different in all member coun
tnes. 

4.2. New bank-policy in the EMU 

Since January 1, 1999 within the member countries of the EMU uni
form minimum reserve ratios m0 = mR = 2% are effective. Theoreti-
cally possible is a structure of · 

m0 2mR2 ms2 0. 

The cash-coefficient (of non-banks) as well as the cash-ratio of 
banks c; will be different in all member countries, so that 

c; > c; > 0 with i * j. 
When refinancing their credits by liabilities, banks are able to 

separate internationally their offer of additional loans according to 
equation (3) from the sources of refinancing, 

~CR = (mo + c;- m.) ~Ds · (3a) 
(m0 +c) 

This means that in case of a restrictive central bank policy, 
banks are able to create credits to the maximum extent if 

- in countries with higher cash-coefficients c; non-banks can 
be stimulated to shift their deposits (idle demand deposits), and subse
quently 

- in countries with lower cash-coefficients C· additional loans 
can be offered by using the exempted monetary bas/ 

However, such an international allocation of excess bank liquid
ity is limited by the volume of idle deposits (which on the average 
remain despite individual movements) in countries with a higher cash
coefficient. Nevertheless, it is profitable for banks to refinance their 
credits in countries first with higher cash-coefficients. Furthermore, 
with certain reservations, one has to admit that when granting large 
loans, banks hardly have to take special precautions against their cash
balances. This means that the cash-coefficient c will be lower for these 
large loans everywhere. But since these loans result in payments in all 
countries, the effects from equation (3a) will apply. 
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\'V'hen banks refinance their credits via assets at the central bank, 
according to equation ( 4) now 

1 
t. CR = ---,--------:- t.S 

(m0 + cJ 
(4a) 

follows, which means that by selling securities to the central bank, 
the banks might be in a position to offer additional loans, particularly 
in those countries with low cash-coefficients ci. This holds true even if 
banks sell securities in the stock market. 

Countries with higher cash·coejficients c, are, in particular, Ger
many, Austria, the Netherlands and Spain. Countries with lower cash· 
coefficients c· are, among others, Belgium, France and Great Britain. 

Cross!countries business policies are suitable for large banks and 
their foreign branches, or for bank dubs like EBIC, ABECOR or 
EUROP ARTNERS. 

Yet, merely locally operating banks have one peculiarity: accord
ing to equation (3), a uniform cash-coefficient c, is applicable. In case 
of a minimum reserve ratio mR = 0 

(3b) t.CR = mo + c, 
m 0 + ci 

on the other hand 

(4b) t.CR = t.S 

result for refinancing via liabilities; 
· L'>Ds 

for refinancing via assets at the stock 
market 

holds true. Banks will be indifferent regarding their sources of refi
nancing as long as m0 = mR = m5 = 0. If, however, mo > ms 2 0, in
traregionally acting banks, as in the EMU, prefer refinancing their 
credits via assets. 

4.3. Some implications of different minimum reserve requirement regula
tions 

If minimum reserve ratios for different positions of the balance sheet 
are equal, 
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a ~art!y) international separation of refinancing from granting loans 
wtll result, because the requirement of cash differs within the various 
member countries of the EMU. 

If minimum reserve ratios are graduated 

m 0 > mR ~ m5 > 0, 

banks will prefer to refinance their credits by falling back on their as
sets rather than on their liabilities. This would not be the case that is 
banks will. be indifferent in the sort of their refinancing, if minimuU: 
reserve ratws were graduated exactly by 

m 0 >mR = m5 = 0. 

The graduation of minimum reserve ratios does not affect the 
international separation of refinancing from supplying loans. 

The mode of refinancing influences monetary policy with re
spect to the .quan~ity. of money ':"ai~ly in the case of loans supplied by 
secondary fmanctalmtermedtanes. As long as the cash requirement 
differs in the member countries of the EU, it is difficult to allocate the 
monetary base nationally between banks. Besides, not all banks can 
rely on standing lending facilities similarly (depending on size and rat
ing).24 Open:market-policy transactions are conducted, on the one 
hand, accordmg to the tender method by standard tender (for all banks 
in the same way), fost tender (with a limited number of participants) 
and, on the other hand, through bilateral deals with a still more re
duced number of participating. banks.25 

All this influences the predictability of a monetary target. The 
main effect of a restrictive monetary policy consists in the signal that 
bank liquidity as well as the quantity of money Ml will decrease in 
the future.26 The broad target money M3 - composed of liabilities of 
banks - is less predictable, if banks refinance their disposal of loans 
via assets. The banks' liquidity - including components of their assets 
- is more easily comparable with the predictability of the volume of 
credits." 

23 See Hesse and Braasch (1994, p. 165). 
" See Hesse and Braasch (1995, p. 16). 
" See Deutsche Bundesbank {1997b, p. 8). 
26 See Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (1998, p. 17). 

• 
17 ~choling and Timmer.mann (1997) recommend a multivariate liquidity as an 

onentatwn for monetary pohcy. This liquidity contains all significant liabilities of a 
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However, each monetary interim target will be problematic, if 
non-banks potentially demanding bank loans finance investments on 
the capital market. 

The share of investments- which was financed a) via bank loans 
and b) on the capital market, respectively- in proportion to the GDP 
differed considerably within the member countries of the EU during 
the period from 1964 until 1992, as is shown in Figure 9.28 In this 
graph 'loans at banks' are the total of the bank credits to the private 
sector which, of course, exceed the investment credits. Financing on 
the 'capital market' means market capitalisation which is defined as 
market value of listed shares." Dividing 'loans at banks' as well as fig
ures for the 'capital market' by GDP enables a comparison of differ
ent countries. Considering a time-period of 28 years makes it feasible 
- with certain reservations - to conclude: the western European coun
tries (including the US as a reference) differ in their conduct of refi
nanctng. 
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balance sheet; an expansion of that target by certain assets ("sources of refinancing of 
banks") could also lead to even better empirical results. 

28 See Black and Moersch (1998, p. 159). 
29 This forms, of course, only part of the refinancing on the capital market; fi. 

nancing by CPs are neglected here, and the actual time of market capitalization dif
fers from the original date of financing the investments. 
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. The development of the inflation rate could only serve appro-
pnately as · d' 'f h a monetary m JCator 1 t ere were no shiftings in the 
~hares of the components of refinancing, so that the circulation veloc
Ity of mone,r MJ (i.e. C0 + D) remained stable - not necessarily con
stant. The. mfluences of stocks are ignored here, necessarily rather 
than permmedly. 

5. Internationalisation of bank-credits 

The practice of refinancing by European banks as well as the different 
preferences of cash by European non-banks (and th · 1 1 , . us, stmu tane-
ous y, the banks cash reqmrements) will shape the allocation of 
Qar~e) l<;ans within the EMU in an utterly new way. Considering the 
nat;onahty of larg~ ban~s within the EU (cf. Figure 2), the banks' 
mam so~rces of refmancmg their credits (cf. Figure 7) and the differ
ent reqmrements of monetary base (cf. Figure 8), one can work out 
as a co?seque?~e, an unequivocal positioning of West European bank; 
accordmg to JOlllt groups of countries (cf. Table 4). 

TABLE4 

CASH REQUIREMENTS AND THE BANKS' SOURCES OF REFINANCING 

cash components for refinancing 

c1 >c,.>ci by assets by liabilities 
c, Netherlands 

Austria, Spain Germany 

em Italy Belgium, Denmark 

cf Great Britain France, 
Finland, Greece Portugal 

. As discusse:J above, especially for lending large loans, the posi
tiOn of Great Bntain - followed by F ranee - seems to be relatively 
~omfortable. The refinancing of these credits is especially favourable 
m Germany and the Netherlands, independent of the nationality of 
the banks domiciled there. A clue for that might be the frequency of 
mergers and acquisitions (cf. Table 1). 
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Firms of the broader financial sector concentrate especially · 

- from Germany to France (3) and Great Britain (3), 

- from France to Germany (4) and Great Britain (11), 

-from Great Britain to Germany (8) and France (6), and 

-from the Netherlands to France (2) and Great Britain (2). 

This is how West European banks are preparing for the comp~
tition regarding the supply of large loans within the EMU, a comp~tt
tion that will start with the installation of the euro. The competmon 
between European banks in other fields of business will only increase 
if market transparency is strengthened. . 

Many firms within the financial sector - banks as well as msur
ance companies - now want to gain prestige by belonging to the 
group of global players; however, only few of them wi_ll act universally 
and internationally.30 In Germany, branches of ~oretgn banks do_nn
nate special branches of bank businesses, su~h as mve;;me~t-bankmg, 
consulting-banking and asset-management mter .a~ta. Thts develop
ment however does not influence the competmon between Euro
pean 'banks reg~rding retail-bankin? or (perhaps only i?directly) the 
international supply of large loans m the course of the mstallatwn of 
the euro. 

Nevertheless, the international bank-business regarding large 
loans will have to endure some vacuum because of the absence of 
those countries who opted against the EMU.32 The absence of Great 
Britain is not so important with respect to refinancing measures by as
sets which could also be carried out by other European banks. The 
rol~ of Great Britain regarding the optimization of granting large cred
its, however, might possi~ly be handle_d by b~nks in France, and even 
by those in Italy and Belgmm for the ttme bemg. 

" See Gerke (1998, p. B3). 
" See Maleki (1998, p. B4). . . . .. 
Jl As well as Denmark and Sweden, Great Britatn opte~ ag_au~st JOt.nmg the 

EMU from the outset. Greece did not meet the convergence cnten~ m spnng.1998. 
This might facilitate the effective implementation of a monetary pohcy that reltes on 
the quantity of money which is chosen by the European Central Bank as a monetary 
target. 
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6. Summary 

This paper connects different business cultures of large banks in vari
ous countries of the EMU with monetary policy issues of the Euro
pean Central Bank. Beginning with the list of the largest commercial 
banks within the EU (part 1), the paper outlines their competitive po
tential as well as their strategic behaviour regarding possible collu
sions, mergers and acquisitions. A cluster analysis exhibits some bank
ing groups according to the liability-orientation of the largest EMU
banks, and a factor analysis gives some additional information about 
their asset-orientation within these groups (part 2). Furthermore, the 
significance of the banks' groups according to their legal form and 
their corporate philosophy is pointed out (part 3). 

The refinancing policy measures of banks within the EMU as 
regards asset-orientation and/ or liability-orientation play an impor
tant role in determining the efficiency of monetary policy (part 4). 
The different cash requirements within the various European coun
tries are especially likely to lead to totally new bank strategies regard
ing the supply of large loans (part 5). In fact, an internationalisation of 
large bank-credits will occur, calling for durable alliances between 
large banks within the EMU (part 6). This development is based on 
the installation of the euro and will - to some extent - make mone
tary policy more difficult. 



KEY DATA OF THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS OF EUROPEAN BANKS 

Com Loons Loons 
ond ond Domestic 

Banks 1997 hal and d .. 
ances advances a vances secunt1es 

at central to banks to 
bank customers 

!. Deutsche Bank 20,1 162,4 518,5 298,3 
2. HSBC Holdings pic 1,80 55,98 145,98 57,15 
3. Credit Agricole 12,675 471,255 1287,155 520,080 
4. ABN AMRO Holding N.V. 8,41 140,19 443,18 209,69 
5. Sociere Generate 11,50 535,84 916,96 735,61 
6. Dresdner Bank 6,16 134,30 377,72 121,08 
7. Barclays 9,420 36,884 99,820 55,361 
8. Westdeursche Landesbank 1,81 202,47 227,97 132,33 
9. Nat West Group 0,91 34,62 84,48 41,07 
10. Uoyds TSB Group pic 0,88 22,50 87,96 18,08 
1!. Bayerische Vereinsbank 2,24 65,28 312,54 49,09 
12. Crfdit Lyonnais 9,432 225,009 784,656 300,287 
13. Cie. Finan&re de Paribas 41,75 84,03 322,07 740,11 
14. Bayerische Landesbank 0,80 135,97 156,82 79,67 
15. The French Savings Bank 

Group 3,54 576,24 395,25 223,63 
16. Rabobank 7,79 48,64 258,67 89,31 
17. DGBank 1,17 110,25 142,49 84,03 

18. Halifax plc 0,49 9,42 83,37 19,75 
19. Hypobank 0,80 63,91 245,55 46,09 
20. Bank Gesellschaft Berlin 2,24 68,44 176,80 67,51 

21. INGBank 3,32 52,59 239,51 67,81 
22. Commerzbank 6,76 59,90 177,98 48,88 

23. Grupe Santander 347,96 5255,87 10896,30 7183,94 
24. San Paolo di Torino (1996) 793,0 58022,0 132514,0 35158,0 

25. Abbey Nation;J.l pic 0,32 0,59 60,64 5,66 
26. Norddeutsche Landesbank 0,27 65,49 70,26 30,55 

27. Banca di Roma 8551,0 

' 
28681,0 81843,0 11067,0 

Source: own investig:nions ;J.t West European b;1.nks. 
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